
Instructions to candidates for Online

Written Test

● The written test will start at 10:30 am on 19th June 2024. The candidates are advised to

login 30 minutes early and follow the instructions given on the Eduserver page. Please

check your registered Email for information on the login credentials to access the

Eduserver.

● You should join the online video conferencing session as per the details shared with you

before the examination; mute yourself and turn on the video. The video should clearly

show the candidate and the surroundings.

● You are not permitted to refer to any books/ written materials/ internet resources or

discuss with any other person during the test. Any such malpractice will lead to the

disqualification of the candidate.

● You should keep a sufficient number of blank A4 sheets for rough work. In addition, you

should prepare an answer sheet (A4 size) with your name, register number and

signature on top. You should also write the question numbers in the margin.

Immediately after entering your answer in the system, you should also note down your

choice (s) selected against the question number in this sheet.

● There will be -(x/3) marks for each wrong answer carrying x marks.

● After submission of the quiz, you will be able to see your answers. In case you are not

able to see this, you should immediately (within 10 minutes) scan the answer sheet and

mail to csedoffice@nitc.ac.in.

After the examination, you can visit the test page and see the correct answers. In case you feel

that there is a mistake in the question or the correct answer shown, you should send an email to

coordinatormtechcsed@nitc.ac.in before 12:30 pm with your name and register number, your

reasoning and a screenshot of the question. Please send separate emails for different questions.


